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The characLeristics of impact-collision ion scattering spectroscopy (ICISS) as a
powerful method for surface atomic structure analysis are discussed in comparf-son with
conventional 1ow-energy ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS), and a list of recent. studies
made by using ICISS is given. As an example of surface atomic structure analysis by
ICISS, a recent study on CaF"(111-) is briefly reviewed. The outermost layer of this
surface is formed by F i.onsr'and no remarkable surface relaxation is observed.

gl-. Introduction
Ion scattering spectroscopy is now recognized
as a poerful- technique for analyzing the atomic
structure of solid surfaces. Ions with kinetic
energles larger than a few hundreds of eV have
de Blogll- wave lengths of less than 10-2 i,, so that
they behave as classical particles in their scattering processes. Ion scattering spectroscopy
therefore ylel-ds real--space information directl-y,
eliminating the necessity of a Fourier transform
which is required i.n al-l- the k-space techniques
using quantum particles such as electrons and
photons.

Ion scattering spectroscopy is classified into
low-energy ion scatterlng spectroscopy (fSS11:5)
and Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (nSS) .6)
The apparent dlfference between ISS arrd RBS is only

that the ion energies ln ISS and RBS are of the
orders of keV and MeV, respectively. This quantl-tative difference, however, gives rlse to the
following important quantitative dl-fference.'4)
Roughly speakLng, ISS determines the positions of
surface atoms relative to those of other surface
atoms, whlle RBS analyzes the positions of surface
atoms with respect to those of subsurface atoms.
Impact-collision ion scattering spectroscopy
(ICISS) dlscussed in'this paper is a specialization
of ISS. In conventional ISS, the laboratory scatterlng angl-e 0, is taken at 90o or l-ess to obtain
high counting rates of scattered ions by ensuring
large scattering cross sections. The angular dis-

Fig.l Schematic figure depictlng rhe
difference between (a) ICISS and (b)
conventional ISS.

tributlon of scattered i-ons is observed as a function of the polar and azimuthal angles of the lon
incidence direetion, usua11y by rotatlng the sample
and keeping 0" fixed. Tt l-s not stralghtforr^rard
to analyze surface atomic structures from such'
experimental data for the.fol-lowing reasons:
(i) Shadowing and blocklng effects both contribute
simultaneousely to the angular distribution of
scattered ions in this experimental geometry.
(1f) The large scattering cross sectlons due to
small- 0" increase the probabl-1ity of troublesome

on CaFr(11l) as an .**p1".27) CaF, is of importance
in connection with the fabrication of three-dimenslonal Lntegrated circuits, since thls compound is

multiple scattering.
(iii) It is certaLnly not impossible to analyze
surface atomic structures from such experimental
data by cal-cul-ating the angul-ar distributions (or
the energy spectra) of scattered lons for various
surface structu're model-s and by optimizing the
agreement of the calculations wiLh the experl-mentaldata, but such calculations (usually Monte Carl-o
simul-atlons) are extremely costly in computer time.
(iv) The scattering potentLals required in the
cal-cul-ations mentioned above are not precisel-y

an insul-ator whose

cl-ose to

that of Si.

knor^rn.

In order to solve these problems, the authors
. 7.9)
co-workers'-' introduced ICISS several years

lattice constant is

92, Structure Anal-ysis of CaFr(1-11-) by ICISS
The authors recentl-v anaLyzed the atomic strucsurface
by lcrsS.27) A CaF,,(11-1)
ture of CaF^(l-1-l-)
L
zheatand
subsequent
in
air
cleavage
was obtained by
ing for cleaning at about 1000oC in ul-trahigh .ra".r.tt.l
The surface treated in this way, which exhlbited a
lx1 low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern,
had an ideal- bulk-like atomic structure as will be
discussed below, but a Ca-rich surface is obtalned
when the heating \47as done at lotrer temperatures
as a result of the preferential evaporation of F
atoms. A11 the ICISS and ISS experiments described
in this paper r,rere made f or the f ormer surf ace, usin!
a beam of He* with an energy of 979 eY. Charging
effects of the insulator sample were compensated
by an electron flood gun.
Figure 2 shows typical ISS spectrum of CaFr(111
The peaks at 523 and 734 eV are due to surface F and
Ca ions, respectively. Shown in Figs.3a and b are
the angular dependences of the intensities of the
F and Ca peaks, respectively, where cr and Q are the
polar and azimuthal angles of the ion incidence
direction; o is measured frorn the surface, and Q is
measured with respect to t12-11. As we see in Figs.3
and b, the intensity of the F peak shows no remarkable Q dependence even at small clfs such as LZo,
whereas that of the Ca peak exhibits notlceable Q
dependences at crts as large as 30o. This indicates
that the outermost layer of CaEr(l1l) is formed by
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In ICISS, 0" is taken as close to 180o as
possible. Since ions detected l-n the ICISS mode
have backscattered along such a trajectory that
nearl-y retraces the incident trajectory, on1-y the
shadowing effect is observed. The possible largest
0" rninimizes the contribution of troublesome mu1-tip1e
scattering. ICISS t'seest' the center of each atom
since the inrpact parameter is nearly zero owing to
the large eL, so that at the onset of a shadowlng
effect observed in the ICISS mode, the edge of the
shadow cone of a shadowing atom necessarily passes
the center of a concealed atom to a good approximation (see Fig.la). To recognize this characterlstic of ICISS is a breakthrough, since it is indicated
that surface atomlc structures can be analyzed
quantitatively by measurl-ng the crLtical angl-es of
shadowing effects. Note that such geometrical
simplicity does not exl-st in the case of conventional,

ISS (see Fig. 1-b) .

Finally, it is possible to know the scattering
potentials by ICISS, since the shape of shadow
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cones can be determined by ICISS using the charactermentioned above.

istic

far, the authors and co-workers anaLyzed
the atomic srructure of Tic(i-l-l)-(1x1) ,7-LL) Tic(l0o)
-(1x1),4,9,r2) si(100)-12*t;,13) si(1r1)- (7xt1,l-4,15)
si(1r1)-1txt)re,15) si(l-11)- 1/lx/z)tg,L5,L7) si(111)
.
17\
17)
-(3x1)Ag,''l and Ag(111)-(fxf;-'/ by ICISS. Recenrly,
several groups have applied ICISS to study the
atomic structures of many other surfaces, 1.€.,
So

cu(110)-(1x1),18-21) cu(tto)-(2x1)o,18-20) pr(111)
-(lx1),22,23) si(t-t-l)- 1/3x/t)l,u,t4)
"t(100)-1t*t;,25)
and Au(110)-(Z*f).25)
In this paper, we show how are surface atomic
structures analyzed by ICISS, taking a recent study
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Fig.3 Angular variations of the
lntensities of He* scattered from
(a) F and (b) Ca at caFr(111).
The top figure shows the experimental geometry.
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F ions; the noticeable intensity variations observed
for the Ca peak are due to such shadowing effects
that F ions in the outermost layer shadow Ca ions
in an underJ-ying layer. By anaLyzing Figs.3a and b
in more detaLl, rire come to the conclusion that CaF,
(111) has the atomic structure shown in Fig.4. The
outermost layer is formed by F ions as mentioned
above, and the second layer is formed by Ca ions.
The atomic arrangenent is essential-1-y the same as
i.n the bulk.
Sj-nce the surface interlayef distance is in
general different from the corresponding bulk interlayer distance, we measured the distance between
the outermost F layer and the second Ca layer of
CaF^(111)
by ICISS in the following way. Shown in
zFig.Sa are the intensity variations of the Ca peak
measured against o in different azimuths <A>, (B),

the bulk since a lxl LEED pattern is observed for
the surface, and the edge of the shadow cone of
a surface F ion necessarily passes the center of an
adjacent Ca ion in the second layer at the onset of
each shadowing effect observed in the ICISS mode.
From the drawings, we can readily determi-ne the
distance between the outermost F layer and the
second Ca layer to be 0.8010.08 i, which is close
to the corresponding bulk value, 0.79 i.
5
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Sumrnary

The characteristics

tool for surface
discussed

in

of

ICISS as a polrerful

structure analysis were
comparison'wlth conventional ISS.
atornLc

and <C> indicated in Fig.5b. In each azi.muth, the
intensity of the Ca peak decreases to zero as
decreases beyond a critical value due to a shadowcx,

ing effect in which F ions ln the outermost layer
shadow Ca ions in the second layer. The shadowing
eritical angles are 22!1" in azimuth <A>, 38+1o in
azimuth <B>, and 1411o in azimuth <C>. SLnce we
already know the shape of the shadow cone of a F ion
+
for He' of. 979 eV via preliminary ICISS experiments
(not shovm), we can draw the situations at the onset
of the shadowing effects as shor,rm l-n the side views
ln Fig.5b. In the drawings, the distances paralle1
to the surface between a surface F ion and adjacent
Ca ions in the second 1aver are the s€rme as those in
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Fig.4 Structure of CaFr(111) determined
by ISS and ICISS. The outermost layer is
formed by F ions, and the second layer by
Ca ions. The atomic arrangement is the
same as in the bulk.
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of surface atomic structure anal_ysis by
ICISS, a recent study on CaFr(l11) was briefly
reviewed. The atomic arrangement of the surface
i-s the same as that ln the bulk, and no remarkable
surface relaxation exists. The outermost layer
of the surface is formed bv F ions.
an example
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